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QUESTION 1

A company is discussing the migration of their corporate data to the hybrid cloud and have asked a consultant to
provide some justifications for making the move.Which two scenarios best show use cases for a hybrid cloud?( Choose
two.) 

A. You have a mixture of physical and virtual servers. 

B. You want to occasionally move data between different corporate private clouds. 

C. You want to periodically offload high demand development test cycles. 

D. You are a small company and do not want to deal with your own datacenter and equipment. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 2

A company operates a hybrid cloud environment and wants to ensure all virtual machine andvApp templates deployed
in any of it\\'s clouds come from a single catalog.Which product or technology supports this requirement? 

A. vCloud Connector: Stretch Deploy 

B. vFabric Suite 

C. vCloud Connector: Datacenter Extension 

D. vCloud Connector: Content Sync 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

A development team needs enough control within their public cloud to develop and customize their web and database
applications.However they prefer to leave all maintenance and management of the underlying servers to the service
provide. Which type of services is best suited for their needs? 

A. Data processing as a Service ( DPaaS) 

B. Infrastructure as a Service ( IaaS) 

C. Platform as a Service (PaaS) 

D. Software as a Service (SaaS) 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4
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Which vRealize Automation feature provides companies a lot of flexibility in using their own customized service politics
and business logic? 

A. Accelerated application deployment 

B. Intelligent Resource Governor 

C. VMware vRealize Orchestrator plug-in 

D. Self-service end user portal 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A company has experienced significant growth over the past year and needs a more streamlined method of deploying
large numbers of virtual machines and virtual networks. Which two components can be implemented within the
company\\'s virtual environment to accomplish this task? (Choose two.) 

A. vRealize Automation 

B. vCloud Air 

C. VMwate NSX 

D. vCenter Operations 

Correct Answer: BC 
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